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Vancouver Vehicular Collisions with People Walking and Cycling 
2009-2013 (Source: ICBC Data)1 

 
Utilizing data from ICBC’s pedestrian and cycling collisions, Slow Streets compares the number of vehicular collisions 
with road width in the City of Vancouver (The ICBC data defines collisions as those resulting in both injuries and 
fatalities).  Slow Streets found that larger roads widths were correlated with higher rates of collisions between vehicles 
and people walking and cycling.  The larger 5 or 6 lane roadways in Vancouver are typically associated with higher 
vehicular traffic volumes and speeds.  According to a 2012 City of Vancouver study2, approximately 75% of all 
pedestrian collisions were located at the intersections.  Another study shows that road diets (removing a travelling lane 
of traffic) can reduce up to 19% of collisions3.  Additionally, it has been shown that in several road diets that included 
better signalization, allocation of existing traffic lanes, widened sidewalks or separated bike lanes, driving travel times  
often improved4,5.  
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Looking at Vancouver as a whole, it is clear that the overwhelming number of large circles (high volume collision points) 
are on wider roadways (4 - 6 lanes).  Wider roads allow drivers to feel more comfortable travelling at higher speeds as 
traffic is less encumbered by obstacles (blocked sightlines, trees, etc.).  Wider roadways are more forgiving for driver’s 
mistakes, however this is at the expense of the safety and comfort of people walking and cycling.  Research suggests that 
vehicle speed and driver habits are dictated more by roadway design factors rather than speed limits6.  As demonstrated 
by the above image, wider roadways undermine safety for people walking and cycling. 
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The graph above depicts the total number of collisions at all locations for different road lane widths. Six lane roadways 
have the majority of collisions.  The relationship between larger roadway widths with increased collisions is also shown 
in the table above by comparing the average number of collisions per intersection with road lane width.  Put simply, the 
wider the road, the more collisions there are per intersection. 
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This becomes clearer when comparing 6 lanes of traffic with 3 lanes of traffic directly. As drivers tend to adjust their 

speed based on their environment, 3 lane roadways force drivers to pay more attention. Vancouver’s West End is a good 

success story for traffic calming.  The West End is the 4th densest neighbourhood in the City and 40% of people walk to 

work; yet there are significantly fewer collisions in the West End7.  Part of the reasoning for this is the comprehensive 

network of traffic calming diverters that make driving fast difficult. The street design still accommodates local vehicle 

traffic and provides a comfortable environment for people walking and cycling.  The West End is primarily made up of 3 

lane roadways with the largest roadways being 4 lanes.  
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Vancouver’s West End has narrow streets which forces drivers to be more mindful of their environment. By contrast, the 

widest street downtown, Burrard Street, has the highest number of collisions occurring in the downtown peninsula 

between vehicles and people walking and cycling.  

Slow Streets also created an interactive map so that you can examine these numbers yourself.  You can customize the 

graph and averages by selecting a specific group of intersections.  Selecting specific intersections will also show you the 

breakdown of walking versus cycling collisions.  You can also retrieve the raw data and coordinates for any selection of 

intersections.  To view the interactive map, please visit: http://tinyurl.com/SlowStreetsVancouverCollisions. 
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Sources: 

1. http://www.icbc.com/about-icbc/newsroom/Pages/Pedestrians.aspx 

2. http://vancouver.ca/files/cov/pedestrian-safety-study-2012-final-report.pdf  

3. http://katana.hsrc.unc.edu/cms/downloads/WhitePaper_RoadDiets_PBIC.pdf  

4. http://www.nyc.gov/html/dot/downloads/pdf/dot-making-safer-streets.pdf  

5. http://www.planetizen.com/node/67715  

6. http://nacto.org/usdg/design-speed/ 

7. http://vancouver.ca/files/cov/profile-west-end-2012.pdf  
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